
The present monograph (Kà÷mãra øivàdvayavàda me§ pramàõa-cintana: "epistemological 
speculation in the monistic øaivism of Kashmir", pp.14+264) opens up a virtually 
hitherto unexplored area of fertile intellectual tradition of the Trika namely the 
epistemological. The foremost motivation for the author has been to seek an identifiable 
Trika model of philosophical enquiry, if there is one. The model, so envisaged, is 
theorized by him as the Dynamic Theory of Knowledge pivoted on the notion of re-
cognition (pratyabhij¤à) conceptualized as a rudimentary generalized mode of cognition 
per se. Spread over seven chapters under two sections plus a large thematic appendix 
the work seeks to reconstruct system's precise formulations along the nature and 
definition of source of knowing and its specific modes, integral instrumentalities  and 
the process mechanisms at work graphically recaptured and represented by seven 
tabular charts. The whole presentation is contextualized within the Trika ontology and 
against the inherited traditions of logical discourse.  
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